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Technicians' Version

Dear Participant,

This questionnaire was developed under the Erasmus+ project Refu’In – An Innovative Tool for
the Inclusion of Refugees, which is carried out by a consortium of five partners from Portugal,
Bulgaria, Italy and Sweden.

Our Goal 
The Refu’In aims to identify and disseminate good practices on the intervention and inclusion of
asylum seekers and refugees in their host countries.

Who can benefit 
All the asylum seekers and refugees being hosted in Europe, as well as the technicians working
with these target groups. 

Who can contribute 
All the asylum seekers and refugees being hosted in Europe, mainly in Bulgaria, Italy, Portugal
and Sweden, as well as the technicians working with these target groups. 

 

Please answer the questions considering your experience pre-covid.

We kindly ask you to answer all the questions. Data will be treated collectively, so anonymity and
confidentiality are ensured. 
Please have in mind that there are no correct answers. Your opinion is what interests the most for this study
and your contribution will be highly appreciated and valued. 
For any queries you may have about this questionnaire, or if you want to receive the results, please send an
email to info@refuin.org.

There are 53 questions in this survey.

Secção 1
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What is your age? *
Please write your answer here:

What is your gender? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Male

 Female

 Other

 I prefer not to answer

What is your nationality? 
  *
Please write your answer here:

Secção 2

Organization name *
Please write your answer here:
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How would you characterize the organization you work for?
*
Please choose only one of the following:

 Public body or institution

 Private sector

 NGO

 International organisation

In which city is your organization based? *
Please write your answer here:

Your position and field in the organization *
Please write your answer here:

How long have you been working with
migrants/refugees/asylum seekers? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Less than 1 year

 Between 1 and 4 years

 Between 5 and 9 years

 10 years or more
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What kind of formal support does your organization provide
for social and economic integration? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Skills assessment

 Psychological support

 Language Support

 Legal Support

 Job-seeking Support

 Guidance and social support

 Support in daily activities

 Housing

 Inclusion in educational programs

 Practical Workshops

 None

Other: 

How often do you meet your beneficiaries? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Never

 1- 5 times a year

 6 - 11 times a year

 1 - 2 times a month

 1 - 2 times a week

 2 - 4 times a week

 More than 4 times a week
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To what extent do you agree with the following sentence? *
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Disagree
Partially
disagree

Neither
agree
nor

disagree
Partially

agree Agree

I believe the frequency
of the contact with my
beneficiaries is
adequate

How often do you use interpreters in your contact with
newly arrived refugees? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

1 = Never; 5 = Always

Secção 3
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Regarding refugees personal aspects, what are the main
difficulties encountered in carrying out socio-economic
integration activities? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Mobility

 Language

 Refugees high expectations

Other: 

Regarding organisations and society, what are the main
difficulties encountered in carrying out socio-economic
integration activities? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Discrimination

 Language

 Legal restrictions for inclusion on the labour market

 Labour market condition

Other: 
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Please identify two positive aspects of working with asylum
seekers/refugees: *
Please choose all that apply:

 Feeling that my time/work/profession is dedicated to something useful and can make
the difference in someone´s life - Meaningful work

 Constantly adapting to new cultures and customs in a dynamic and versatile
workplace

 Opportunity to work in an intercultural environment

 Improving someone's transferable skills will be beneficial for the wider community as
it is promoting a more well-rounded work force

 Gratitude from those who are receiving assistance

 Relationship between beneficiaire and technician as a work tool

 Better understanding of the concepts of resilience and adaptability

Other: 
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Please identify two difficulties of working with asylum
seekers/refugees: *
Please choose all that apply:

 It can be challenging to separate time at work and free time

 The job can sometimes be perceived to have a higher risk factor (for own security)

 Negative public opinion on the topic

 The need to have translators/interpreters/intercultural mediators

 Language barriers/misinformation/rumors

 Difficulties to manage the beneficiaries' expectations and frustration

 Difficult access to local services (ex. health services, legal services - as Prefecture)
can make the relationship with beneficiaries more difficult to manage

 Higher risk of burnout

 Lack of funding for social inclusion projects

 Lack of official information about beneficiaries’ rights

 Many different laws and continuous variations of the law

 The burden of not being enough

 Feeling by the technicians that the host country sometimes hold positions that can
aggravate the trauma (difficulty in finding a house)

Other: 

Secção 4

Does your organization provide any support for employers,
who are willing to hire or already hired refugees? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable/Not able to answer
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What kind of support? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Legal Support

 Training for employers

 Mediation (between employers and refugees)

 Direct financial support for employers (subsidised employment)

 Language translators

 Raise awareness to different cultural realities

Other: 

Does your organization provide any activities that promote
labor market inclusion for the target group? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable/Not able to answer

How successful do you think it is? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

1 = Not Successful; 5 = Extremely Successful 
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What kind of approaches and tools do you use for the
refugees integration at the labour market? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Employment bureau

 Job portals, career websites and/or social media networks (LinkedIn, or other)

 Human resources agencies

 Social network

 Partnerships and companies protocols

 Not applicable / Not able to answer

Secção 5

What type of services/support are used in your city to
support refugees for housing? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Municipal housing

 Temporary accommodation

 Financial support for housing

 Housing provided by the employer

 Emergency accommodation

 Cohousing - shared apartment

 Not applicable/Not able to answer

Other: 
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In reference to accomodation/housing, what support is
provided by your organization to assist asylum seekers and
refugees? *
Please choose all that apply:

 No support is being provided

 Support through partner NGOs

 Support through (social) real estate agency

 Support through the community

 Support through state bodies/municipality

 Support through private institutions

 Not applicable / not able to answer

Considering the situation of the refugees what kind of
difficulties are they facing in term of housing? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Unsuitable for families with many children

 Unsuitable for people with disabilities

 High expectations on side of refugees

 High rent fees

 Deposit paid in advance

 Presence of guarantor

 Need to present employment contract

 Refusal to register the new address

 Existence of irregular rental conditions

 Disparity in housing atribution/allocation

 Overcrowded housing

 Refusal to provide housing for refugees due to speculation or due to discrimination

 Not applicable / Not able to answer

Other: 
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From your experience, what sources are usually used for
funding/loan of the initial housing cost (rent and deposit)? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Private savings of the refugee

 Public support from the social services or state body

 Support from NGOs

 Specific program for asylum seekers/refugees

 Private support (family, friends, community)

In your experience please rank the frequency for potential
funding that are usually used. *
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never

Private savings of the
refugee

Public support from
the social services or
state body

Support from NGOs

Specific program for
asylum
seekers/refugees

Private support
(family, friends,
community)
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Does your city have strategies (or policies) that aim to
disperse housing and prevent ethnic segregation? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable/Not able to answer

Which are those strategies? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Dispersed housing in different cities, regions, neighborhoods

 Development of the capacity for integration

 Inform for settling opportunities

 Promotion of the access to different entities

 Not applicable / Not able to answer

Secção 6

How does your organization assess the language level of
the refugee? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 It is not evaluated

 Language assessment test

 Informal way of understanding

 Not applicable / Not able to answer
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Does your organization use non-formal language education
methods with refugees? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable / Not able to answer

Could you give an example?
Please write your answer here:

When organizing language classes, how often does your
organization use:  *
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Always

Cultural mediators

Interpreters/Translators
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How does your organisation work with refugees who have
limited time for language courses? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Online courses

 Evening classes / weekend classes

 Language "caffe"

 Reference to private language support

 Articulation/collaboration with existing structures or schools

 Not applicable / Not able to answer

Other: 

Does your organisation provide language classes
according to the educational backgroud of the target
group? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable/Not able to answer

In your country, is the school system prepared to receive
children who don't know the language of the host country?
*
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No
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Please specify: *
Please choose all that apply:

 Cultural mediators

 Mentors

 Interpreters

 Specific language classes

Other: 

Secção 7

Does your organization provide support in finding a
suitable educational institution (school, university) for the
refugees? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable/Not able to answer

What is the main difficulty in the process of enrolment in
university? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Validation of diploma

 Language barriers

 Financial issues

 Lack of student housing (accomodation in universities)

 Other 
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Is there a way on a local /regional/ national level for
certifying refugees skills in case they are unable to present
a certificate or diploma? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable/Not able to answer

Does your organization provide extra-
school support to asylum seekers and refugees?  *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable/Not able to answer

What kind of extra-school support? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Non formal classes on school subjects

 Referral to private support (volunteers)

 Referral to other entities or services with specialized support

 Other 
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Does your organization have any activities that promote
the engagement of parents in their children schools or
educational activities? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable/Not able to answer

Please specify: *
Please write your answer here:

Secção 8

Does your organization prepare non-formal or community
activities both for asylum seekers/refugees and local
citizens? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No
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Could you specify? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Sport activities

 Art and cultural activities

 Volunteering

 Cooking

 Local partnerships

 Initiatives with students involvement

 Promote the access to other community organizations and/or services

 (Responsible) Tourism

Other: 

What criteria does your organization take into
consideration when organizing different activities? *
Please choose all that apply:

 Gender

 Age

 Professional background

 Nationality and/or cultural background

 Families / children

 Language

 Beneficiaries needs

 Without criteria

Secção 9
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Does your organisation involve peers as brigde-builders
when working with refugees and asylum seekers? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes, we involve peers

 No, we don't involve peers

 We used to involve peers, but we don´t anymore

 I am not aware of that practice

And how would you rate that practice? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

1 = Not Helpful; 5 = Extremely Helpful

Secção 10

Is there any platform where the NGO’s and local authorities
meet and collaborate/discuss collaboration? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

 Not applicable / Not able to answer
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Please specify: *
Please write your answer here:

Secção 11

In your opinion, what is the general attitude towards
asylum seekers and refugees in your country? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Condemning

 Negative

 Avoiding

 Indifferent

 Compassioned

 Accepting

 Supportive
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In your opinion, do asylum seekers and refugees have
equal, non-discriminatory access to: *
Please choose all that apply:

 Social assistance

 Education

 Employment

 Heath Care

 Legal aid

 Public Housing

 None of the above

Are there awareness-raising actions, initiatives and media
campaigns to mitigate stereotypes and stigma related to
asylum seekers and refugees in your country? *
Please choose only one of the following:

 Yes

 No

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey!

We value your opinion and experience and we’ll use it to improve our work.

 

15.11.2021 – 11:51 
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Submit your survey. 
Thank you for completing this survey. 


